Be PERFECT. BE Natural

CORK, NATURAL PRODUCT

DIVINA CORK WALLS is a high-quality brand of cork-based coverings. It is recognized for its beauty,
elegance and suitability for various types of environments, from the most classical to the most

Cork is a unique raw material that respects a culture of sustainability from its origin to
the hands of the consumer.
As the bark of the cork oak (Quercus Suber L), it is removed from the tree every 9 years
in a process called debarking, which is essential to the tree’s healthy growth.
Distinctive, natural, different, this raw material is used in numerous ways, one of which is
for decoration in the form of wall coverings.
Naturally, wall coverings based on cork share the unique distinctive features of this raw
material.

contemporary.
The qualities and ecology of cork make these wall and ceiling coverings one of the best solutions in
terms of comfort and pleasure:
• It is natural and renewable
• It ensures warm environments – cork retains and reflects heat
• It is a thermal insulator – it helps maintain the temperature of the rooms
• It is an acoustic insulator – it prevents the propagation of sound between spaces
• It is easily cleaned
• It is easy to maintain
• It is easy to install – just follow the instructions
• It is hypoallergenic
• It repels water
• It is resistant to moisture

CORK IS 100% NATURAL,

• It is anti-static

RECYCLABLE AND RENEWABLE,
AND IS THUS POPULAR,

DIVINA CORK WALLS is a Premium range belonging to Sedacor of the JPS Cork Group, one of the

PARTICULARLY IN DECORATION

Ecological and different, DIVINA CORK WALLS

world’s largest cork producers, which has been operating since 1924.

AND ARCHITECTURE.

wall coverings are composed of cork not used

Combining tradition and expertise with innovation and technology, the Group companies offer wall

by the cork stopper industry and other by-

and ceiling coverings with the distinctive qualities of cork and with appearances, colours and textures

products. They come in the form of tiles or rolls,

that make them popular for decoration.

creating a cosier ambience.
The DIVINA CORK WALLS range of cork wall and ceiling Coverings includes two options: the T Series in tiles and the R Series in rolls.

